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Welcome! Advertising Practitioners, LLC. Collects data to deliver the best content, services and personal digital ads. We partner with third-party advertisers who may use tracking technologies to collect information about your activity on our sites and on sites and applications both on the Internet. You can find a lot more information about
your privacy options in our Privacy Policy. You can request data subjects at any time. Even if you choose not to track your activity by third parties for advertising services, you will still see non-personal ads on our site. By continuing down and using our sites or applications, you agree that we and our third party advertisers may transfer their
personal data to the United States or other countries, and process your personal data to serve with personal ads, as described above and subject to your choices in our Privacy Policy. This link is for an external site that may or may not meet access guidelines. Saturday Night Live announced on March 4 that Scarlett Johansson will host
and Lorde will guest the music on the March 11 episode of the NBC series. The musician just released his new song Green Light, and it's a tune that Lorde will perform on SNL, most likely. But remember: music guests on SNL sing twice throughout the episode and that means Lorde could debut another new song in the second
performance slot after Belting Out Green Light. Sure, there's always a chance she could sing one instead of her other hits, but I'm choosing to be hoping for even more new Lorde music. Johansson will host the March 11 episode as she promotes her new film Ghost in the Shell, while Lorde has made a big comeback in the past week. Her
new single Green Light, released last week, doesn't miss a beat and she announced her upcoming album Melodrama, which is due to drop this summer, according to Pitchfork. It's very exciting for Lorde fans and music lovers, because they've been – as she sings in green light – waiting for it and wanting new music from the artist for a
long time. Lorde's 2013 album Pure Herione was a smash hit and radio-ruling single Royals and The Team Spawned. And what better way to build publicity for melodrama than Lorde giving her fans a preview of another song from the album? Maybe it could be a similar theme to Green Light, which is a breakup anthem. Artist Beats 1 told
Zane Lowe that green light is about her first major heartbreak. And the song changes your life immediately after and is really about all the silly little things that you like those moments about gravitating towards. Either way, I'm looking forward to hearing Lorde sing her heart on Green Light Live from New York on Saturday night — and
whether or not it And comes with the new song. Stay with the latest daily buzz with BuzzFeed Daily He's an activist, a philanthropist, and one of the most popular rappers in the world — not bad for a kid from Chicago. Chance the Rapper recently released his new single, Entitled Groceries, and started the internet's latest viral trend.
Chance to find out about upcoming projects and their dance challenge, here. Chance The Rapper. Nicholas Hunt/Getty Images For Spotify Chance the Rapper is releasing an album to look no further than the chance Twitter account for the release date of his new album soon. The musician first announced in 2019 that he would release
the music within the year. Now, his Twitter name reads the Rapper album Chance in July. After years of releasing mixtapes and singles, it will be the artist's debut album. This is my [first] album so its really good, Chance said on Twitter. I have real famous so I would have lota eyes on me that wasn't my fan, just fans of what they have
popular. My first album is for my fans. Chance the rapper's latest mixtape, The Coloring Book, was released in 2016. In addition, the musician released several singles in 2018 and was featured on the album by Cardi B and DJ Khaled. He even sang dear Theodosia-Fati on the Hamilton mixtape. Chance The Rapper. Tommaso
Boddi/Getty Images We've been buying groceries for their fans on May 17, 2019 for The Rapper's Day Chance, Chance the Rapper released his latest single, Groceries. He's joined on this track by Houston rapper, IsaKorean, and producer Dead Beatz. The rapper created a significant trend to create with his new single, called #Groceries
Challenge. For this challenge, Chance will select fans who show off their best dance moves. 10 winners get free groceries for a year. First winner Taylor Rose posted her video on Instagram while grooming with her son. As always, Chance The Rapper's Music is free and available for streaming on Spotify, SoundCloud and other music
services. I would like to pay for your #GRoCERIES for next year. Yes I'm picking up the 10 best dance videos posted with #Groceries and paying for my groceries through next summer! Extra points if you do it with friends/parents. Extra extra points if you do it at work/school pic.twitter.com/5x6SK3gOJa - Chance the Rapper Album in July
(@chancetherapper) May 17, 2019 The rapper keeps himself busy - aside from his music, Chance the Rapper often takes part in charity events. He performed at the 50th anniversary concert of the Special Olympics in 2018. Their donations, SocialWorks, aims to empower youth through arts, education, and civic engagement, while
promoting leadership, accessibility, and positivity within Chicago. According to Sound Results, in 2018, Chance the Rapper pledged to donate $1 million to mental health services in Chicago. Chance the Rapper. Daniel Boczarski/Redferns He Loves Wendy's Spicy Chicken Chance the Rapper may be a celebrity, but he loves Wendy's
spicy chicken nuggets, just like the rest of us. On May 4, 2019, he accepted his love on Twitter. Positive affirmation for today: I will have a good day, I will succeed today, Wendy will bring back spicy nuggets at some point please please God be it today, the chance tweeted. Keep asking you all, so here's your chance. The people in charge
say that if you guys can get our tweet (this one right here) to two million likes, they'll bring spicy chicken nuggets back. Let's freak's do it! Responded to Wendy's Twitter account. The tweet earned more than 2 million likes since. It's a matter of time before the release date of Spicy Chicken Nuggets and the release date Chance The
Rapper's new album. Perhaps it seems a silly question, but it is not. We live in a business society dominated by demands for ever greater performance. Yet while we are clear what the performance is, the focus on this will only produce confusion and frustration. Simple, some people say. Performance work is happening. Produce the
results that you aimed at. Nothing else matters. There are no prizes for coming second. Of course, there are awards like this, but we'll give that pass. It is still worth thinking carefully about the prevailing idea that only delivering results counts as acceptable performance. If you don't reach the objectives, you may not have performed well
enough. It is an enticing way of thinking. It seems tough and practical. After all, if you don't achieve what you want, what have you done? And in today's ultra-masculine business culture, sounding hard is important, even if the reality is rather different. Looking a little closer, though, this approach to performance is simplistic and is bound to
cause trouble. No one can ensure favourable results from their efforts. There is also many chance to intervene between events to do what someone does and what happens as a result. As Scottish poet Robert Burns remarked two centuries ago: the best-kept plans o'rats a 'male gang aft eggle.' That often goes awry for the Scots. The
future is full of unexpected events. The impossible prospect is near all the time. If you can do the best, something unexpected would frustrate your efforts. Are you responsible for this? Or for other people who mess up, or fail to fulfill their promises? Or the weather? The gyrations of the stock market? War and terrorist attacks? Obviously
no. So treating performance as unsatisfactory on the basis of results alone is neither fair nor reasonable. Management by objectives may be a useful way to concentrate efforts towards an essential outcome, but evaluation by results is a poor strategy. Too many variables are left unaccounted for; Too many areas that have overlooked
major impacts on the results. It's well Does not work The rest of life, too. If you set your heart on a particular result, and can't find satisfaction in anything else, you're taking a remarkable gamble. As you try, the results can still be negative. Responsibility versus control people confuse responsibility with constant control. You can accept the
responsibility of running some part of a business, but that doesn't mean you can control exactly what happens in it. You can try to make things out of your way. You can work hard and use your best efforts. But you can't control the result, whatever you do. People who must work through others soon learn that they can't control people, but
harden their leadership style. You can influence, persuade or attempt to inspire, but never control at all. Nor can you control external events. That is the reality. Again, you can work, plan, effort, hope and anxiety, but you can't control the result, whatever you do. To be responsible for something to take on an obligation to do its very best is
to make that point happen. Nothing can be more than that. Pretending that failure is always down to responsible individuals—that they should control events as you wanted—is just macho nonsense. Incompetence may be punishable, but the inability to control the world is not. The results affect us, even if they are beyond our control, but
they are no basis for recognizing performance or establishing the purpose of your life. Far better to focus on the tasks involved in seeking that result. They are under your control. You have to take credit or blame for what you do. So you might as well take the satisfaction available from doing something well, even if the end result wasn't
what you wanted. Forget judging people from the results. That person doesn't base performance on something outside control. Judge by action and information. Everyone is fully responsible for their actions. A failure that came about from chance after very purposeful hard work clearly shows a chance for someone who made little effort to
perform more than success. Finding satisfaction and purpose in action itself is far better than fixated on a result that lies mostly at the hands of chance. If doing well increases the odds on some success, that's a pleasant bonus. Still not convinced? Winning is rarely as important as we believe, but if winning is all that matters, as at war,
remember Napoleon. When someone asked him what kind of people he saw to be general, he replied: Lucky people. Related posts: Adrian Savage is a writer, an Englishman and a retired business executive, in the same order. He in Tucson, Arizona is. You can read your other articles in slow leadership, for everyone who wants to build a
decent place to work and bring back leadership and taste, enthusiasm and satisfaction to life. His latest book, Slow Leadership: Leadership: The organization, now available at all good bookstores. Bookstores.
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